What’s the best way to learn English?

Transcript

Genebra: Practising and practising at home with your parents, your family, your friends. Because if you don’t practise, you’ll never get used to it.

Fernando: Probably by using it, by actually using it. You know, putting it to use immediately.

Victor: Studying, practising and using it.

Joao Pedro: I think that practising and listening to it. And mostly using it.

Mateus: Reading a lot.

Ana I think that you should start very early and that you should have a practical reason to be learning that language so it makes sense to you. It’s not just something out of nowhere.

Aloisio: You can do an English course or just, err, take some applications, some apps for cell phone that gives you the basic.

Walerie: Speaking, definitely. I think there’s a lot of ways but when we speak you hear the person who’s talking to you.

Peter: Practising conversation of course, and reading, listening to the radio, TV, trying to get in contact and immersed in the language.

Joao: By practising and by repeating. Repeating, repeating and then memorising it.

Caio: Living a culture. It’s learning, listen the musics, watch the movies.

Aloisio: But, definitely the best way is to talk with people from other countries, to interact with them. See movies and this kind of stuff. I guess that helps a lot.

Caio: Try to live this culture.